RAM 1500

GENUINE
ACCESSORIES

KEEPING IT REAL
GENUINE RAM ACCESSORIES.
Individuality, protection and functionality are the key design pillars when developing a range of accessories for any vehicle. The fitment
of genuine Mopar Accessories will individualise the look of your Ram Truck, while, at the same time, features such as bonnet protectors
or weather shields provide interior and exterior surface protection to ensure your truck stays in top condition.
Each Ram Truck owner has unique requirements and expectations of their vehicle which is why we have developed a range of genuine
Mopar Accessories. So, to find out how you can add to the functionality of your Ram Truck, or for further information on our range of
Accessories, contact your local authorised Ram Truck dealer today.

IT’S ALL ABOUT
ATTITUDE.
C

A. HEAVY-DUTY SPLASH GUARDS. You’ll make a splash with these guards,
constructed of ultra-thick rubber for maximum protection and style. Splash
Guards featuring the Ram’s Head logo are available in front and rear sets
(sold separately) for Ram 1500 models (with and without Wheel Flares).
[82212017AC – Front with Flare | 82212289 Rear with Flare]
B. BED STEP. This retractable step mounts securely to provide a convenient
intermediate platform to the truck bed. The spring-loaded cam allows the
step to be easily extended by stepping down on it; it retracts with a slight
push. Available for single and dual-exhaust vehicles.
[82212091AC – Single, 82214245AB - Dual]
C. OFF-ROAD WHEEL FLARES. These rugged, tough, heavy-duty Wheel
Flares are indispensable if you’re off-roading and add style while on the
road. Designed as the ultimate defence against debris, branches and gravel,
they are particularly effective with oversized or offset wheels and tyres.
This is hardcore protection at its best; four fender flares, bolts and nuts in
long-lasting stainless steel. [82214281AC]

Not all part numbers shown. See dealer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
Overseas vehicle models shown.
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CARRY
IT ALL.

BED MAT. Say goodbye to dents and

TRIFOLD TONNEAU COVER. This soft folding

scratches to your truck’s bed floor and

cover can be installed quickly, and totally

tailgate. Nylon reinforced rubber mat

removed in seconds. The quick-release latches

removes easily for cleaning.

allow for fast operation.

[5’7 82211068AD] [6’4 82212996AB]

[5’7 82211272AF] [6’4 82211273AF]

CARGO RAMP. This lightweight aluminium
Cargo Ramp features a rubberised non-slip
tailgate protector and folds jackknife-style
for easy storage. Individual ramps sold
separately and include safety straps and
hooks. [82211482]
Properly secure all cargo.
Overseas vehicle models shown.

BED EXTENDER. Aluminum tubular Bed Extender attaches to the rear of the bed and pivots in and out
for added storage and convenience. Flipped inward, it’s a convenient divider to keep cargo from sliding
to the front of the bed. Flipped outward, it extends the truck bed area onto the open tailgate.
[82214148]

Overseas vehicle models shown.

Not all part numbers shown. See dealer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. Plush
enough to rival a fine carpet, yet durable
enough to stand up to the elements. Mats
are custom-fit to your Ram Truck’s interior,
feature the Ram’s Head logo, and are
available in Black. Rear mats are available for
Quad Cab® and Crew Cab models. Front mats
shown left. [82213393AB – Front]

FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR. Deflect road debris,
dirt and insects away from your vehicle’s
hood and windshield with this easily installed
accessory. The wraparound style creates an
air stream to help direct debris up and away
without adversely affecting wiper or washer
operation. Available in Smoke.
[82213794]

ALL-WEATHER MATS. Custom-fit mats
feature deep grooves to trap and hold water,
snow and mud, protecting your truck’s
carpeting from the elements. Available in
Black. Front mats available for all models.
Rear mat available for Quad Cab and Crew
Cab models.
[82213408 – Rear, Crew Cab | 82215583AB
Crew Cab Set]

OFF-ROAD WHEEL FLARES. These
rugged, tough, heavy-duty Wheel Flares are
indispensable if you’re off-roading, and add
style while on the road. Designed as the
ultimate defence against debris, branches
and gravel, they are particularly effective
with oversized or offset wheels and tires.
This is hard-core protection at its best; four
fender flares, bolts and nuts in long-lasting
stainless steel. [82214281AC]

REARVIEW MIRROR WITH BACK-UP
CAMERA(1)(2). This built-in 3.5-inch monitor
sees license plate-mounted rear-camera view
when in reverse. [82213752AE]

BED LIGHTS. These Bed Lights easily install
into factory pierced holes on each side of
conventional pickup beds. Lights illuminate
the cargo area and improve visibility of
payload in the evening or when a Tonneau
Cover is present. [82214870AB]

MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. Moulded to the
contours of your Ram Truck for a perfect fit,
these guards help protect the lower bodyside
panels from damage caused by gravel, salt
and road debris. Available for Ram 1500
models - with and without flares. Please refer
to accessory listing for part numbers

LOCKING PETROL FUEL CAP. A simple-to
install one-piece design. [05278655AB]

RAMBOX® DUFFEL BAG. This form-fitting
Duffel Bag slides into a RamBox® Cargo
Bin with effortless ease and adds to the
functionality and convenience of the
RamBox Cargo Organiser (sold separately).
[82212949]

ELECTRONIC TRAILER BRAKE CONTROLLER.
Trailer Brake Controller features an instrument
cluster display with precise digital readout,
showing the exact amount of brake force applied
to the trailer — which you, the driver, decide
and manage. Trailer brakes apply automatically
to match the tow vehicle’s requirements and can
also be applied manually via a sliding switch.
[82215040AC]

SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS. Acrylic
tinted Side Window Air Deflectors follow
the contours of the windows and allow them
to be open, even during inclement weather
conditions. [82213487AC]

RAMBOX COOLER. This specialised
removable Cooler is custom-made for your
RamBox Cargo Bin and is ideal for uses
ranging from construction sites to beachside parties. When set on soft surfaces, the
reversed Ram logo on the bottom will leave
an impression. [82212951]

Not all part numbers shown. See dealer for additional part numbers by vehicle application. (1) Always look before proceeding; electronic drive aid is not a substitute for conscientious
driving. Always be aware of your surroundings. (2) Can only be used to replace base model mirrors.

CHROME GRILLE. This design adds a
distinctive look to your Ram Truck, making
it stand out from the rest of the pack.
[6NM18SZ0AA]

BRILLIANT
BY DESIGN.
REBEL GRILLE. This sleek black grille is
exclusive to the Ram 1500. Please speak
to your dealer regarding applicability.
[5UQ43RXFAB]

WHEEL FLARES. Add exceptional flair to
your Ram 1500 wheel wells. These moulded
plastic protectors are paintable, easily
installed and designed to minimise damage
from road debris. [82214773AD]

SPORT PERFORMANCE HOOD. For added
show, this stamped aluminium dual-scoop
hood replaces the original hood and features
moulded bezels. Hood utilises existing
mounting hardware. [82211065AJ]

20-INCH BLACK FORGED WHEEL. Here,
a broad six-spoke design distinguishes
your Ram truck from all the other wannabe
trucks out there. The forged, painted Matte
Black wheel makes its own bold statement
about class and capability, depth and design
texture. [82213754]

Not all part numbers shown. See dealer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
Overseas vehicle models shown.

SPORT PERFORMANCE HOOD DECAL KIT.
This Hood Decal Kit is constructed of fadeand weather-resistant vinyl for long-lasting
appeal. Carbon Fibre design gives your Ram
truck an eye-catching sport performance
appearance. [68276958AB]

CAT-BACK EXHAUST SYSTEM. Performance
Cat-Back Exhaust System features T304
stainless steel construction with mandrelbent tubing, stainless band clamps and
polished tips. This free-flow system for 5.7L
engines helps provide horsepower and torque
gains as well as a deeper tone. [P5155280]
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